
A method to solve the cube
1) Solve the “white cross”, to get :

2) Solve the white corners: with white face on top, rotate 
bottom layer to bring a corner cubie  to location below its 
correct location, then do R’ D’ R D until the corner is solved. 
Repeat to get :  
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s©�Ä�üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���©�Þ���
white cross with the center and 
edge pieces matched, like this 
picture, you can move to Step 3!

 Action 3 

Repeat Action 1 & 2 for each WHITE edge.

 Action 4 

JÄ����½½�Ȁ���¤�Þ�©�õ�����Ä��ËÚÚ��æ½ü�×½����ɇ�ĉ¬×�
üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���Ëõ�Ú�æË�Þ���æ©��s+.c���ÚËÞÞ�
(with matching edge tiles on the REDRED, BLUEBLUE, 
JY�D&�JY�D&�  and &Y��D�&Y��D�faces).

 Action 2 

Turn the FRONT face two times 
(F2) so that the WHITE tile is now 
on the DOWN (D) face.
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 Action 5 

Continue Actions 1-4 on the previous 
page until all white corner pieces are 
in the correct positions.

s©�Ä�üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���½ËËºÞ�
like the picture here, you have 
one-third solved and you 
can now learn to solve the 
middle layer!

Congratulations!
You have now solved layer one!

Scroll on to solve the middle layer.

3) Solve the middle layer: with white face on bottom, rotate top layer to bring 
an edge cubie (with no yellow faces) into middle top position. Then do:
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OR    Action 2  Moving Right

.£�üËêɹÚ��ÃËõ¬Ä¤�æ©����¤��×¬����
æË�æ©��Ú¬¤©æɇ�£Ë½½Ëö�æ©�Þ��ÃËõ�ÞɆ

U’U

U’ U FFF’F’

R’R

This algorithm  
places the edge piece 
next to its correct 
corner piece.

This algorithm 
brings the edge 
piece to the correct 
position in the 
middle layer.

U R U’ R’ U’ F’ U F or 
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.£�üËêɹÚ��ÃËõ¬Ä¤�æ©����¤��×¬����
æË�æ©��½�£æɇ�£Ë½½Ëö�æ©�Þ��ÃËõ�ÞɆ

 Action 2  Moving Left

U’ L’ U L

U FF U’ F’F’

This algorithm  
places the edge piece 
next to its correct 
corner piece.

This algorithm 
brings the edge 
piece to the correct 
position in the 
middle layer.

U’ L’ U L U F U’ F’ 

Repeat until middle layer solved, to get :
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s©�Ä�æ©��æöË��ËææËÃ�½�ü�ÚÞ�
of your Rubik’s Cube look like 
this picture, you can move to 
solving the third layer. You are 
two-thirds of the way done!

 Action 3    

Continue Actions 1-2 on the 
previous page until all MIDDLE layer 
pieces are in the correct positions.

Congratulations!
You have now solved the 

middle layer!
]�ÚË½½�ËÄ�æË�ÞË½õ��æ©��Ĉ�Ä�½�½�ü�ÚɌ

4) Solve the “yellow cross” : with yellow face on top, 
do F U R U’ R’ F’. 
Repeat and/or reorient until yellow cross solved, to get :

5) Solve the top layer: with yellow face on top, do R U R’ U R U U R’.

6) Orient the top layer corners
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Remember this algorithm  
as FUR says U’R’F’.

DËæ¬���æ©��ĈÚÞæ�æ©Ú���ÃËõ�Þ�¤Ë�
clockwise and the next three 
moves go counter-clockwise.

U’R’F’!

 Action 2    

.£�æ©��YELLOW��ÚËÞÞ�¬Þ�ÄËæ�£ËÚÃ���ü�æɇ�Y�C�c�+�
your Rubik’s Cube to one of the pictures in the 
ɸ+Ë½�¬Ä¤�üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê��ɹ�Þ��æ¬ËÄ���Ëõ���Ä��
follow the algorithm again.

FUR

s©�Ä�üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���½ËËºÞ�
like this picture, move on to the 
next step!
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Holding your rubik’s cube 
Hold your Rubik’s Cube so the UP (U) face matches 
one of the images in the table below.

c©¬Þ�Þ�ü¬Ä¤�Ã�ü�©�½×Ɇ�
’I see two, my left 
thumb’s on you’

+Ë½��üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���
so that you can put your 
left thumb on the tile on 

the %YJDc�ɢ%ɣ face.

c©¬Þ�Þ�ü¬Ä¤�Ã�ü�©�½×Ɇ�
’None - left’

+Ë½��üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���
with a YELLOW tile on 

the =�%c�ɢ=ɣ face.

c©¬Þ�Þ�ü¬Ä¤�Ã�ü�©�½×Ɇ�
ɹ%����æ©��ĈÞ©ɹ

+Ë½��üËêÚ�Yê�¬ºɹÞ��ê���
ÞË�æ©��ĈÞ©���Ä���æ�Ëêæ�

of your LEFT hand.  

.£�no corner pieces are YELLOW 

.£�one corner piece is YELLOW

.£�two corner pieces are YELLOW 

 SOLVE THE FINAL LAYER 

STEP 2: ORIENT THE CORNERS

Algorithm on next page

When you get the “fish” pattern : 
Orient cube so fish is pointing down and to the left. Repeat R 
U R’ U R U U R’. 
Repeat until entire top layer is yellow.

“fish”

Rotate top layer to put at least two corners in the correct place. If 
needed, swap rightmost two corners with 
R U U R’ U’ R U U L’ U R’ U’ L

7) Orient top layer edges
With yellow face on top, if one of green, orange blue or red is solved, 
rotate cube to put it at back. Permute the remaining three unsolved edge 
cubies with F F U V U U V’ U F F.
If none of the green, orange, blue or red faces are solved, do 
F F U V U U V’ U F F, and one of them will be. Repeat step 7.


